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Abstract 
We explore the fracture mechanics problems and show that the singularity in the mechanics of fracture is a formal result, related 
to the inconsistency of the boundary conditions, which determine the properties of a singular corner point in the general case.
Using the gradient theory of elasticity, we provide the consistency of the boundary conditions at the crack tip and show that, as a 
result, we can construct a non-singular solution in the neighborhood of singular points, that have classical asymptotic behavior on 
infinity. Consistency of boundary conditions can be realized using gradient theory of elasticity. It is shown that the non-singular 
solutions in the neighborhood of crack tips can be interpreted as an elastic deformation field in the classical elasticity with local 
nonlinearity. 
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Department of 
Structural Engineering. 
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1. Introduction 
We investigate the asymptotic solutions of fracture mechanics problems and show that the use of gradient 
elasticity theory allows us to build formally a solution for nonsingular equilibrium crack ie allows us to describe 
formally cohesive field, similar to the cohesive field introduced by G. Barenblatt. It is shown that the introduction of 
cohesive field, that removes the singularity is equal to fulfillment of the terms of consistency of static boundary 
conditions at a singular point, and allows to find the asymptotic solutions, that are consistent with the classical 
fracture mechanics asymptotic behavior on infinity. In the work (see Vasil'ev V. and Lurie,S. 2013 ), the appearance 
© 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the Norwegian University of Science and Technology (NTNU), Department 
of Structural Engineering
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of singular solutions in the neighborhood of the corner points  in the neighborhood of the points of boundary 
conditions change was associated with violation of the symmetry properties of shear stresses, which takes place in 
the classical formulation of the boundary conditions.  
Despite the fact that the very singular solutions have no physical meaning the asymptotic solutions, considered 
outside a neighborhood of the singular point, give an adequate description of the stress state in fracture mechanics 
and they are the fundamental basis for the prediction of strength, fracture, fatigue strength of deformable bodies. 
Therefore, a study of singular solutions and obtaining consistent physical interpretations of singular stress fields is 
important in theoretical and applied research.  We believe that the singularity is a result of inconsistency of the 
boundary conditions at the corner points, points of the change of boundary conditions that can not be eliminated 
within the framework of the classical theory of elasticity. To ensure consistency of the boundary conditions we use a 
single-parameter gradient deformation theory, which formally provides consistency in singular points due to  high-
order governing equations. It is proved the equivalence of this representation and the nonsingular solution which is 
found by involving of the gradient theory of elasticity. Gradient elasticity and their features in fracture mechanics. 
Let’s consider Lagrange functional of the linear strain gradient elasticity: 
, , , , ,
1 1 , ( )
2 2ijkl i j k l ijklmn i jk l mn i i i i i i j j
L A C R R dV C R R dV A f R dV t R q R n dS= − + = + +³ ³ ³ ³v  (1) 
Here ,ijkl klij ijklmn lmnijkC C C C= = are the tensor of classical elastic modulus for isotropic medium and tensor gradient 
modulus,  iR  is the displacement vector, , , /i j i j jR R x= ∂ ∂ , A is the work of the given  forces in the volume an at 
the surface, , ,i i if t q are the vectors of given forces.  
Stresses ijσ  and moment stresses ,/ijk i jkE Rμ = ∂ ∂  respectively, have the form 
, ,,ij ijkl k l ijk ijklmn l mnC R C Rσ μ= =                (2) 
We have here double set of boundary conditions compared with the classical theory. 
Variation method gives the mathematical formulation of the boundary problem for the gradient model.  It is easy 
to receive the following equilibrium equations in the volume V and at the plane surface S with the normal jn  
, , 0ij j ijk kj ifσ μ− + = ,     ix V∈  and , ,ij j ijk k j i ijk j k in n t n n qσ μ μ− = = ,   ix S∈           (3) 
In the future, we will use the important fact that the gradient theory of elasticity for static boundary conditions, 
gives a double set of boundary conditions in comparison with the classical theory of elasticity. 
Note that the equilibrium equations and static boundary conditions (3) are written through the same combination 
of stresses ijσ  and moment stresses ijkμ : ,ij ijk kσ μ− . Then, the expression ,ij ijk kσ μ−  which written in terms of 
displacements using the constitutive relations (2) satisfies to Lame equations and static boundary conditions of the 
classical theory of elasticity.  Therefore, a combination   ,ij ijk kσ μ−   can be called as the “classical” stresses. In 
general, the full stresses can be represented as: ij ij ijt sσ = + , where ijτ  is the tensor of “classical” stresses and  
,ij ijk ks μ=  is the tensor of gradient ("cohesive") stresses.  Let’s introduce the following expansion for the full 
displacement field: : i i iR U u= −R ,  , ,( ) ( ) / 2mn i j j iR Rε = +R ,  , , , ,( ) ( ) / 2, ( ) ( ) / 2mn i j i mn i j j iU U u uε ε= + = +U u  
and assume further that in the equation (1) 0if = . Then it can be proved that vector of the “classical” displacements 
iU  satisfies the classical equations of Lame 0jk kL U =  and the vector of the “cohesion” displacements iu  
satisfies the generalized Helmholtz equation 0ij kH u =  (see Lurie et al 2009), 2 2 21 2(.) (.) (.)ij ijH l l divδ − ∇ − ∇= .  
"Classical" and "cohesive" stresses could be rewritten, respectively, in terms of "classic" and "cohesive" 
displacement fields ( ), ( ), ( )ij ijmn mn ij ijmn mn ij ijmn mnC t C s Cσ ε ε ε= = =R U u . 
For gradient model (1)-(3) the governing equations contain two parameters, 2 21 2,l l  and tensor of gradient 
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modules ijklmnC  depends, in general, from five additional modules for the isotropic gradient elasticity. The difficulty 
of defining additional physical parameters of the experiments require maximum gradient simplify models to reduce 
the number of unknown physical constants. In this regard, the most widely are known single-parameter gradient 
theory. One of the effective variants of such model could be obtained if take such a relation between the parameters 
2 2
1 2,l l  that 
2(.) (.)ij ij ijH l Lδ −= , (.)ijL  is the Lame operator. So, we will consider a single-parameter model of the 
interfacial layer (see Lurie et al. 2009) for which the density of potential energy , ,( )i j i kjF R R  has the following form 
2
, , , , , ,(1/ 2)[ ], ( , ) ,ijnm i j n m ijrk nmrl i kj n ml i j i kjF ɋ R R l ɋ ɋ R R U F R R dV= + = ³³³          (4) 
where ijnmC is the tensor of the elasticity moduli (the isotropic tensors of fourth rank) 
The variation of the potential energy U  gives us the form of the operator for the equilibrium equation and forms 
of the boundary conditions:   
2
, ,
2 2
, , , ,
[ ( ) ]
[ ( ) ] ( ) ( )
ijrk r nmrl n lm jk i
ijrk j r nmrl n lm k i rqnm n qm rpij p i j
U ɋ R l ɋ R R dV
ɋ n R l ɋ R R dS l ɋ R ɋ n R dS
δ δ
δ δ
= − −
− − −
³³³
³³ ³³w w
         (5) 
In the gradient model (4),(5) tensor “full” stresses, “classical” and “cohesive” stresses have view: 
2 2
, , , ,, ( ) ,ij ijrk r k ij ijrk r nmrl n lm k ij ijrk nmrl n klmɋ R t ɋ R l ɋ R s l ɋ ɋ Rσ = = − = −              (6) 
Introducing the definition of the operator stresses, we receive the following equations for the "full", "classic" and 
"cohesion" stresses   
( ), ( ), ( ), ,ij ij ij ij ij ijt s t sσ σ σ σ σ= = = = +R U u  2( ) 0, ( ) 0, (.) (.)ij i ij i ij ij ijL U H u H l Lδ= = = −           (7) 
Note, that classical component of solution does not depend on the scale parameter.  At the same time, the gradient 
component of solution depends on the scale parameter explicitly. 
Consider the static boundary conditions. Variational form (5) gives again that the equilibrium equations and 
classical static boundary conditions (terms with the variations of displacements) are written only a relatively the 
"classical" stress tensor ijt . In addition, the variational equation (5) shows that if at the boundary points the couple 
stresses ,i kjμ ( ,i kjμ proportional to the curvatures ,n qmR ) are not defined, then the "kinematical " non -classical 
boundary condition should be used  as the second boundary condition. On the other side the "kinematical " condition 
coincides formally with the condition for the "full "stresses ijσ  on the surface (see Eqs. (6),(7)). Consequently, in 
the gradient theory of elasticity, in the case of static homogeneous boundary conditions should be assumed to zero 
simultaneously and “full” and "cohesive" stresses: 
 0rp pnσ = ,  0rp ps n =                   (8) 
Note that the same situation occurs in the general case for the model (1) - (3). If the boundary condition for the 
couple stresses ijk j kn nμ  are undefined, then the non-classical "kinematical" boundary condition should be used as 
the second boundary condition. It is easily to see that in the case of the homogeneous static conditions, it reduces to 
the homogeneous boundary condition for the “full” stress 0ij jnσ = . 
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2. A model problem for the  singularity in the fracture mechanics 
Lets consider singular point typical in fracture mechanics for opening crack for simplified double plane 
formulation.  We will use the simple double plane model of the elastic orthotropic body with modulus of elasticity 
E  in direct to axis OX ( , yERσ = ) and shear modulus G ( ,xGRτ = ). This model is defined with the aid of the one 
component of displacement field  ( , )R R x y=  in direct to the longitudinal coordinate OX, which and is satisfied to 
equilibrium equation 
, , 0yy xxER GR+ =                    (9) 
We consider the opening cracks and propose that the stress yσ  is equal zero on the crack faces ( 0, 0 )x y> = :   
0σ = :  for 0, 0 0x ϕ σ> = = ,     and    for  0, 2 0x ϕ π σ> = =           (10) 
For the formulated problem (9),(10) the following asymptotic solution has place 
1/ 2
I( , ) sin( 2)r K r
−σ ϕ = ϕ ,      2 2 1/ 2[ ( / ) ]r x E G y= +              (11) 
Here IK is the stress intensity factor, ϕ  is the polar angle counts out from positive axis x , [ / ]Arctg Ey Gxϕ = .  
Solution for the stress σ  (11) tends to infinity for 0r → and has a classical singularity in the neighborhood of a 
singular point.  Following to idea formulated in the work of Vasil'ev and Lurie. 2013 we connect the singularity of 
the solution (11) fact with non-consistency at the boundary conditions in the vicinity of a singular point:  0σ =  
for 0, 0x y> =   and  0σ ≠   for 0, 0x y< = .   Let’ s consider the gradient model (5)-(8) for double plane 
formulation  and try to ensure consistency of the boundary conditions for stress yσ  in the neighborhood of the 
singular point.  This model fully defines by the equations for the density of potential energy:  
2
, , , , , , , , , , , ,( , , , ) (1/ 2)[( ) ( / )( )( )]x y xx yy x x y y xx yy xx yyF R R R R GR R ER R l E GR ER GR ER= + + + +          (12) 
here 2l  is the scale parameter of the material. 
It is easy to find that for considered problem with potential energy (12) leads to the following equilibrium 
equation in the volume of the body:  
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2( ) 0, ( / ) / /E R l R G E x y∇ − ∇ = ∇ = ∂ ∂ + ∂ ∂              (13) 
Following with concluding observations of the previous section, we write double set of boundary conditions on 
the surfaces S of the crack normal opening: 2 2, ,( ) 0y yE R l R− ∇ = , , 0,yER = ( , ) : 0, 0 .x y S x y∈ ≥ = Taking into 
account Eqs. (7), (8) we will use the conditions in consequence with that on the faces of crack the “classical” 
stresses and “cohesion” stresses must be zero separately. We can use also the homogeneous conditions for 
“classical” stresses ( , )t x y and for “cohesion“ stresses ( , )s x y because t sσ = + . So, taking into account that 
cohesion displacement ( , )u x y  satisfies to Helmholtz equation 2 2 0l u u∇ − = ,  we can  present the full solution  for 
opening crack  problem as a linear combination of two solutions. First of them ( , )U x y  (and , yt EU= ) satisfies the 
Laplace equation the second ( , )u x y ( , ys Eu= ) satisfies Helmholtz equation and  both these solutions satisfy the 
homogeneous boundary conditions on the surfaces  of crack 0, 0 .x y> =  
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( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )1/ 21/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2I I 1/ 2sin 2 , 2 sin 2 , ,t K l z s A K l K z t s− − −= ϕ = − π ϕ σ = +           (14) 
here z r l= , A is the unknown arbitrary parameter,    ( )1/ 2K z  is the Macdonald function 
Let us find the such parameter A  for which stresses ( , )r t sσ ϕ = +  become nonsingular at the singular point (for 
0z → ). Then we receive 
( ) ( ) ( )1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 2I 1/ 2 1/ 2z 0{ - lim[z / ] } sin 2K l z K z K z
− − −
→
σ = ϕ             (15) 
Equation (15) gives nonsingular distribution of stresses in the top of crack with the consistent boundary problems in 
the point 0, 0x y= =  and with classical asymptotical behavior on the infinity ( r → ∞ ).Taking into account the 
properties of the Macdonald function ( )1/ 2K z  we can rewrite solution (15) in the following simple form 
( ) ( )1/ 2I( , ) 1 sin 2 , /zz K r e z r l− −σ ϕ = − ϕ =             (16) 
3. Physical interpretation of nonsingular solution 
To show that approximate solution (15), (16) describes the equilibrium cracks we find the displacement of crack 
faces near tip of crack. The displacement of crack faces can be found by integrating of equations for stresses σ   
1/ 2( , ) 2( / )(1 )( ) cos( /2)zv r l E e zϕ σ ϕ−= −  
Last equation show the edges of crack in the tip are interfaced with an angle equal to zero, which corresponds to 
definition of the a non-singular equilibrium cracks. Let’s consider obtaining an asymptotic solution (18) and rewrite 
it in the form of stress, defined in the classical theory ( , ) ( , ) ,xz E r Uσ ϕ = ϕ . Then we get the expression, according 
to which non-singular solution gradient in the vicinity of the crack tip can be treated as classical solutions for 
material locally variable properties. These properties are approximately described by the variable modulus 
2 2 1/ 2 2 2 1/ 2( , ) 1 exp{ [( / ) cos sin } / ], ( / ), [ ]E E G l Acrtg y x x yρ θ = − ρ θ + θ θ = ρ= +  
Dependences of the modulus E on radius ρ  and on scale parameter l  are shown in the Figure 1a  for /E G =3 and 
Figure1b for /E G =20 ( the continuous lines: 1l = ,  dot-dashed lines:  0,5l = ,  dot lines 0.1l = ).    
 
Fig. 1. Dependences of the modulus E on radius ρ  and scale parameter l , (a) - /E G =3,  (b) - /E G =20. 
a b 
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 Figure 2 shows the dependences of the relative non-classical gradient stresses ( )1/ 2( ) 1 , /zr r e z r l− −σ = − = ,  on 
radius r , 2 2 1/ 2[ ( / ) ]r x E G y= + and on scale parameter l . It can clearly be seen from Fig. 4 stresses does not have 
singularity at the point 0, 0x y= = . As a result the gradient solution ensures consistency of the boundary 
conditions at the point 0, 0x y= = . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 2.  Dependences of the of the relative gradient stresses ( )rσ  on radius  r  and on scale parameter l .  
 continuous lines: 1l = ,  dot-dashed lines:  0,5l = ,  dot lines 0.1l =  
At last we can receive the interpretation of the singularity as a stress fields based on the nonlinear classical theory of 
elasticity. Let’s give the following set of obvious transformations to establish the qualitative equivalence between 
gradient solution and of the classical nonlinear solution: 
2 2
, , , , , ,
2 2
, , , , , , , , , , , ,
, , , ,
( ) [ (...) (...) ]( ) / 0, /
( [1 ( / )( ) / ] ) ( [1 ( / )( ) / ] ) 0
( ) ( ) 0
xx yy xx yy xx yy E V
xx yy x x x x xx yy y y y y
x x y y
GR ER G E GR ER l E l E C
G l G E GR ER R R E l E GR ER R R
GR ER
+ − + + = =
− + + − + =
+ = 
 
Therefore, the equation of equilibrium gradient elasticity can be written as an equation of equilibrium classical 
nonlinear medium, for which the elastic moduli are defined by equations. 
2 2
, , , , , , , ,[1 ( / )( ) / ], [1 ( / )( ) / ]xx yy x x xx yy y yG G l E GR ER R E E l E GR ER R= − + = − +   
We have shown that this non-linear model can be implemented only on a gradient  solution of greater smoothness 
than the solution (16), 1/ 2 1/ 2 1/ 21 1 1/ 2( , ) { ( ) 2 / }cos( / 2),IR z l A z C K z K z El
−ϕ = − + ϕ  1, 1A C are some constant which 
allow to ensure simultaneously the continuity of  displacements and non-singularity of the stresses. This non 
singular solution was obtained by Lurie, and  Belov. 2013.  
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